Investigating links between rainfall variations in the Ogooué River basin and ENSO in the Pacific Ocean over the period 1940–1999
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Abstract. This paper investigates links between rainfall variability in the Ogooué River Basin (ORB) and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the Pacific Ocean. Recent hydroclimatology studies of the ORB and surrounding areas resulting in contrasting conclusions about links between rainfall variability and ENSO. Thus, to make the issue clearer, this study investigates the links between ENSO and rainfall in the ORB over the period 1940–1999. The principal component analysis of monthly rainfall in the ORB was done. The temporal mode of the first component corresponds to the interannual variations of rainfall on the ORB. Also, the pattern of the spatial mode of the first component shows that the ORB is a homogeneous hydroclimatic zone. However, no leading mode is significantly correlated to the ENSO index. A cross-wavelet analysis of the time series of basin-scale rainfall and the ENSO index was therefore carried out. The result is a set of periodogram structures corresponding to some ENSO episodes recorded over the study period. And wavelet coherence analysis of both time series confirms that there are significant links between ENSO and rainfall in the ORB.

1 Introduction

The Ogooué River is about a 1200 km long stream-flow (Kittel et al., 2018), and the principal river of Gabon in west-central Africa. The river rises in the Mount Ntali, situated northwest of the Plateaus Batéké in The Republic of Congo. Its watershed drains more than 70% of the country of Gabon, with some tributaries reaching neighboring countries of Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea, and The Republic of Congo. This area annually receives large amounts of rainfall (the mean annual precipitation was 1425 mm between 1940–1999; Bogning et al., 2021) which leads to about 4750 m$^3$/s average annual discharge at Lambaréné, making this river the second-largest of the region by volume discharge, trailing only the Congo (Lambert et al., 2015; Mignard et al., 2017).

In recent decades, the Ogooué River Basin (ORB) has been subject to regional climate change in Western Equatorial Africa characterized by a heterogeneous reduction in rainfall and consequently a reduction in runoff (Hua et al., 2016; Nicholson et al., 2018). Among factors of rainfall variability, some authors showed that central Pacific SSTs governed by El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) are highly correlated to rainfall in central Africa (Camberlin et al., 2001; Farnsworth et al., 2011). However, despite the identification of ENSO as one of the leading factors of regional changes in rainfall, very weak correlations were found between rainfall in the ORB and El Niño index (Bogning et al., 2021).
Since these latter correlations suggest poorly known nonlinear ENSO-rainfall relationships in the ORB, the aim of this work is to investigate links between ENSO and rainfall in the ORB between 1940 and 1999, using cross-wavelet analysis.

2 Data and methods

2.1 The Ogooué River

The ORB is approximately 224 000 km$^2$, 90 % of which lies within Gabon (Kittel et al., 2018). This basin is located between 9/15° E, and 4°S/2.5° N (Bogning et al., 2018). The ORB is one of the world’s best-preserved ecosystems and probably the last remaining witness of the great natural diversity of Central Africa’s rainforests. For example, the rural penetration rate in Gabon is about 1 inhabitant per km$^2$ (Braun et al., 2015; Sannier et al., 2016) and many studies report a deforestation rate close to 0 %, with even full natural regeneration (Fichet et al., 2014; Sannier et al., 2016). It is also drained by a dense hydrographic network with about one river every 600 m. The main tributaries of the Ogooué River in order of discharge are the Ivindo which flows into the Ogooué from the right bank close to the equator at Kankan and the Ngounié which flows into the Ogooué from the left bank a few dozen kilometers upstream from Lambaréné (see Fig. 1).

The landscape of the Ogooué is mainly mountainous rainforest, although the elevations are not very high with an average height of about 450 m (see Fig. 1) (Kittel et al., 2018). The coastal part is plain that extends from the river mouth to the Atlantic Ocean for about 100 km into the mainland and covers the lake area. The second relief is made up of plateaus very often carved by rivers, which covers a very large part of the basin extending northwards over Ogooué-Ivindo, southeast over Haut-Ogooué (the Batéké plateau), southwards over the Ogooué-Lolo and Ngounié regions. The third structure observed on the ORB is the mountainous massifs consisting of mountain ranges, some of which are 1000 m high, such as the Crystal Mountains, the Chailu massif (Bogning et al., 2021).

2.2 Datasets

The rainfall data used in this study are 0.5° × 0.5° gridded monthly precipitation generated from the reference series inherited from observations of the ORSTOM (Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique de l’Outre-Mer, now Institut de Recherche pour le Développement – IRD) and now on free access at the SIEREM (Système d’Informations Environnementales sur les Ressources en Eau et leur Modélisation) website of Hydrosciences Laboratory Montpellier (Rouché et al., 2010; Dieulin et al., 2019). These data were made available for the entire African continent over a 60-year period (1940–1999) and are available at http://www.hydrosciences.fr/sierem/produits/index.asp?frame=grille (last access: 29 July 2021).

The ENSO index used in this study is Niño 3.4. Monitoring of ENSO conditions primarily focuses on sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in 4 geographic regions of the equatorial Pacific. The Niño 3.4 region is comprising portions of Niño regions 3 and 4, from 170 to 120° W longitude. In the Niño 3.4 region, SST anomalies equal to or greater than 0.5°C in are indicative of ENSO warm phase (El Niño) conditions, while anomalies less than or equal to −0.5°C are associated with cool phase (La Niña) conditions (Bunge and Clarke, 2009; Tippett and L’Heureux, 2020).

2.3 Methods

The Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) analysis was carried out to understand the spatial and temporal dynamics of rainfall in the ORB between 1940 and 1999. The correlations between the temporal principal components associated with the first EOFs analysis and the time series of the El Niño index were computed to determine the effects of ENSO on rainfall variations in the ORB. In addition, given the time lags between changes of SSTs in the central Pacific and the appearance of divers ENSO-induced effects in certain regions of the earth’s surface (Plisnier et al., 2000; Giannini et al., 2001; Rotstayn et al., 2010; Anyamba et al., 2018; Kolusu et al., 2019), cross-wavelet analysis was applied to the ORB basin-scale time series of rainfall (computed based on Eq. 1; Ramillien et al., 2006) and the El Niño index time series to identify the temporal scales presenting similar variations in these two-variables. It should be noted that the seasonal variability is firstly removed from precipitation data.

$$\delta h(t) = \frac{R^2}{S} \sum_{j \in S} h(\lambda_j, \theta_j, t) \sin(\theta_j) \delta \lambda \delta \theta$$

(1)

where $h(\lambda_j, \theta_j, t)$ is monthly rainfall expressed in mm per month, with $j = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N$, $S$ is the area of the basin, $\lambda_j$
and $\theta_j$ are longitude and co-latitude, and are the grid steps in longitude and latitude (generally $\delta \lambda = \delta \theta$), $R$ is the mean radius of the Earth $\sim 6371$ km.

Wavelet cross-correlation analysis is used to analyze the link between two signals from a common power spectrum. The wavelet transformation technique was introduced into geophysics in the early 1980s by Morlet (1983) for use in seismic research. Since then, the technique has been widely popularized in geosciences (Kumar and Foulfouly-Georgiou, 1997; Torrence and Compo, 1998; Torrence and Webster, 1999; Labat et al., 2000; Grinsted et al., 2004; Pozo-Vázquez et al., 2001; Vu et al., 2019; Bogning et al., 2021). Wavelet Cross-correlation and associated coherence and phase, are used to identify scales and temporal locations where two signals co-vary significantly. The cross-wavelet analysis of both time series $X = x(t_i)$ and $Y = y(t_i)$ is formulated as follow:

$$W_{ij}^{XY} = \langle W_i^X(s) W_j^Y(s) \rangle$$

(2)

where $W_i^X(s)$ is the cross-wavelet transform at time $t_i$ on a scale $s$ of the time series $X$ and $Y$, $W_i^X(s)$ and $W_j^Y(s)$ are wavelet transform of time series $X$ and $Y$ respectively.

3 Results and discussion

The first two spatial components of the EOF analysis are shown in Fig. 2. The first component explains more about 55.5% of the total variance and shows the first pattern of visibly homogeneous variation across the basin. The correlation between the temporal component associated with this first mode and the computed Standardized Anomaly Index (SAI) of rainfall in the ORB (not shown because of brevity) gives $R = -0.97$, $p$ value $= 4.72 \times 10^{-39}$. This high correlation denotes a strong link between the SAI and this leading mode, reflecting the abundance of rainfall in the total ORB and suggests homogeneous interannual variability of rainfall in all the ORB. This hydroclimatic homogeneity at the basin-scale was not expected because of the strong climatic heterogeneity usually reported in this region (Balas et al., 2007; Nicholson et al., 2018; Nicholson, 2018).

The pattern observed in the second mode of variation shows a dipolar dynamic between the north and south of the basin. Calculation of the correlation between the temporal component associated with this second mode and the SAI applied to precipitation in the boreal summer (JJA) results in $R = -0.44$, $p$ value $= 3.79 \times 10^{-4}$. This phase opposition behavior is singular in the ORB which is a coastal basin with a pure equatorial climate (Lienou et al., 2008). Indeed, this behavior is due to the important occurrences of rains in the northern part of the basin, while in the south one observes the great dry season. The climate of the northern part of the ORB changes from a pure equatorial regime to a northern equatorial regime.

However, the correlations between the temporal components of these two modes and the ENSO result in $R = 0.05$, $p$ value $= 0.13$ and $R = 0.05$, $p$ value $= 0.10$ for the first and second modes respectively. These correlation values suggest that there are no significant linear relationships between the leading modes of rainfall variabilities in the ORB and ENSO. For further investigation, taking into account the non-linear dynamics of the ENSO phenomenon, the cross-wavelet transform of the El Niño time series and that of rainfall estimated based on Eq. (1) has been computed and the result is presented in Fig. 3a. In this figure, many patterns with high power spectra are observed, but those with a significance level of 5% are surrounded by the black solid lines. They are mainly observed around the 6-month frequency, a little less at one year and a broad and almost restricted structure in the 1980s. These structures of large cross-wavelet power with a 5% significance level denote either the high wavelet power spectrum of both series or the high wavelet power spectrum of a single time series. It is therefore difficult to know whether there is a link between the two phenomena or not.

The obvious way to provide additional information to determine if both time series are linked or not was the computation of their wavelet coherence. Figure 3b shows the wavelet coherence of ENSO and rainfall in the ORB. In reality, only the simultaneously significant patterns of the cross-wavelet transform and the wavelet coherence of both time series denote links between these phenomena. Around the 6-month frequency, 14 observed patterns are significant in both cross-wavelet transform and wavelet coherence represented contours. These patterns are distributed along the study period such that from 1950 to 1990, there were three patterns per decade, and the 1940s and 1990s each had only one. At the one-year frequency, two significant patterns were also recorded, one in 1959 and the other in 1965. Also at the 5-year frequency, the high power spectrum of the 1990s observed in the cross-wavelet transform of both time series is partially confirmed by wavelet coherence. These observations confirm links between El Niño in the central Pacific and precipitation in the ORB as reported by some authors in regional studies (Balas et al., 2007; Nicholson and Dezfuli, 2018).
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This study shows that instead of the close links generally described between the rainfall in West-central Africa and ENSO (Camberlin et al., 2001; Farnsworth et al., 2011; Nicholson and Dezfuli, 2013; Dezfuli and Nicholson, 2013), the ORB rains are linked to ENSO only during these extreme phases (i.e. El Niño and La Niña). In addition, black arrows indicating the phase difference between both time series in areas of significant common power are not horizontal (see Fig. 3), suggesting time delays between local optima in wavelet transforms of ENSO and rainfall in the Ogooué basin. It means that links found between ENSO and rainfall in the ORB are not cause-and-effect relationships. The observed variation of this phase difference indicates that the time lag between the onset of El Niño (La Niña) in the Pacific Ocean and the decrease (increase) in ORB rainfall is not constant, making it difficult to describe the impacts of ENSO on rainfall in the ORB at seasonal and annual scales like stated in Bogning et al. (2021).

4 Conclusion

This study aims to improve the understanding of the link between rainfall in the ORB and the ENSO. It was, therefore, noted that although analysis of rainfall variability in West Equatorial Africa usually pointed out ENSO as a leading factor, its links to rainfall in the ORB are very ambiguous. The linear correlation generally used to highlight the links between rainfall and associated near and remote forcings has proved ineffective to find the ENSO-induced rainfall variability in the ORB. This is because only El Niño-like and La Niña-like effects influence significantly on rainfall of the ORB. This study was able to identify and localize the links between both phenomena in time and frequency thanks to the cross-wavelet analysis.
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